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The Investigator's Guide to Computer CrimeCharles Thomas, 2006

	In the past half-century we have gone from a world where computers were science fiction to a world where computers are everyday fact. Just thirty years ago the computer that flew with the first astronauts to the moon had less computing power than the computer on the average student’s desk today. Computers have grown in popularity,...
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Maya Feature Creature Creations (Graphics Series)Charles River, 2008
When I was growing up, there were almost no learning resources at my disposal. Trial and error is extremely frustrating. Around the age of seven, I saw an interview with Ray Harryhausen on the making of Clash of the Titans. That was the first “making of ” I’d seen. He discussed making foam puppets from sculptures and placing...
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Shortest Way Home: One Mayor's Challenge and a Model for America's FutureLiveright, 2019

	
		NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

		"The best American political autobiography since Barack Obama’s Dreams from My Father." ?Charles Kaiser, The Guardian

		

		A mayor’s inspirational story of a Midwest city that has become nothing less than a blueprint for the...
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Programming Microsoft Infopath: A Developer's Guide (Programming Series)Charles River, 2006
Create Applications that Gather, Process, and Analyze Information with InfoPath!  InfoPath is one of the fastest growing products within the Microsoft Office System. It is a forms-based solution that streamlines the process of gathering, sharing, and using information by enabling teams and organizations to create, share, and work with dynamic...
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Information Technology Ethics: Cultural PerspectivesIGI Global, 2006
Information Technology Ethics: Cultural Perspectives takes a global approach to the diverse ethical issues created by information and communication technologies and their possible resolutions. Comprehensive chapters describe the problems and possibilities of genuinely global information ethics, which are urgently needed as information and...
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Beginning Dreamweaver MXWrox Press, 2003
Dreamweaver is used by 1.7 million developers and is the world’s most popular web development tool. With this book you’ll learn how to use the latest version – Dreamweaver MX – to create professional websites that you’ll be proud to publish.
Our fast-paced tutorials walk you through building three complete...
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Firewalls 24sevenSybex, 1999
For experienced network administrators. This updated edition of Firewalls 24seven is the book that you and other network administrators have been waiting for. Starting where other books and training courses end and the real world begins, it provides advanced information on today's most effective security technologies and techniques.
Written to...
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Creating Content Management Systems in Java (Charles River Media Programming)Charles River, 2006
In today's fast-paced, information-packed world, it's critical for businesses to organize and manipulate the data gathered from customers, sales, and product responses, etc. into usable information. Content Management Systems (CMS) can do this for your business easily and efficiently. There are several commercial systems available, but customizing...
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Developing Tablet PC Applications (Programming Series)Charles River, 2003
The new Tablet PC combines the latest incarnation of previous notebook  computing technologies (i.e., digital ink and voice commands) with the power and  reliability of Windows XP, possibly making it the most versatile PC ever.  Developing Tablet PC Applications teaches programmers how to create  applications for this exciting new...
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Visual Basic 2005 By Practice (Programming Series)Charles River, 2007
Learning an object oriented programming language like Visual Basic can be a challenging and often frustrating task. Many Visual Basic books are intimidating for the beginning programmer because they are mostly theory, making the material difficult to apply. Visual Basic 2005 by Practice cuts through the jargon and provides a better understanding of...
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Enterprise Mac Administrator's GuideApress, 2009
Charles Edge, Zack Smith, and Beau Hunter provide detailed explanations of the technology required for large-scale Mac OS X deployments and show you how to integrate it with other operating systems and applications.

Enterprise Mac Administrator's Guide addresses the growing size...
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Neurobiology of Neural Networks (Computational Neuroscience)A Bradford Book, 1993

	This timely overview and synthesis of recent work in both artificial neural networks and neurobiology seeks to examine neurobiological data from a network perspective and to encourage neuroscientists to participate in constructing the next generation of neural networks. Individual chapters were commissioned from selected authors to bridge the...
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